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Saldana Workout Routine, Celebrity News 

Zoe Saldana isn't letting her split from Bradley Cooper get in the way of her fitness 

routine. 

 

Rather than snack and sulk on the couch, the "Nina" star, 34, hit the gym in West 

Hollywood, Calif., yesterday (Jan. 15) sporting black spandex and a long-sleeved white 

T-shirt. Saldana recently ended things with her on-again, off-again boyfriend Cooper, but 

friends say she's doing "great." 

 

"She's awesome," Saldana's pal Gabrielle Union told People. 

 

Yes, we can see that! 

 

Zoe Saldana Rocks Denim and Red Lips in LA 

 

Usually considered a big fashion no-no, the slim 34-year-old star made the West 

Hollywood streets into her own catwalk in her jeans and fitted denim blouse combo, as 



pictures published on Daily Mail show. Accessorizing with a pair of necklaces, a round 

shoulder bag and a few simple bracelets, Saldana kept her look breezy by keeping her 

long dark hair free and flowy. Rocking her voluminous and layered, blow-dried locks 

swept casually over her shoulder, the actress kept her makeup minimal and low-key for 

her day off. 

 

Sporting a natural-looking complexion and trimmed brows, Zoe Saldana obviously knew 

how to own the risky one-tone style with some brightening makeup tricks. The stunning 

actress, who is reprising her role as Uhura in the newest Star Trek sequel, Star Trek into 

Darkness, opening this May, opted for sexy crimson lips in a dark matte hue, with a hint 

of fuchsia red for a pop of color. Keeping the look sexy and edgy, the actress rocked a 

pair of gray heeled boots and hid her eyes behind retro cool aviator sunglasses. 


